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Abstract—Data intensive research requires the support of
appropriate datasets. However, it is often time-consuming to
discover usable datasets matching a specific research topic.
We formulate the dataset discovery problem on an attributed
heterogeneous graph, which is composed of paper-paper citation,
paper-dataset citation and also paper content. We propose to
characterize both paper and dataset nodes by their commonly
shared latent topics, rather than learning user and item representations via canonical graph embedding models, because the
usage of datasets and the themes of research projects can be
understood on the common base of research topics. The relevant
datasets to a given research project can then be inferred in the
shared topic space. The experimental results show that our model
can generate reasonable profiles for datasets, and recommend
proper datasets for a query, which represents a research project
linked with several papers.
Index Terms—Recommendation Systems, Dataset Discovery,
Topic Modeling, Attributed Heterogeneous Networks

I. I NTRODUCTION
Accessing to datasets is crucial for researchers and scientists
to evaluate their new scientific discoveries, and reproduce
research results [1]. Dataset repositories provide a common
way to access millions of datasets of different fields ranging
from scientific data, commercial data to government data
and more. Despite the availability of plentiful online dataset
repositories, it is not easy for users to locate datasets that
match their research interests. First, the number of datasets that
appear in dataset search are continuously growing. Some wellknown repositories (e.g., Kaggle [2], re3data [3], DataCite
[4], Linked Open Data Cloud [5]) are not comprehensive as
many new datasets are being collected and published that
may be unknown to users. Second, the existing methods
allow researchers to find scientific datasets by (a) reading a
mass of relevant papers or (b) using search engines such as
Google Dataset search1 . However, the former method is a timeconsuming process, and the latter method usually requires to
refine the query words repeatedly after checking the search
results, which may be difficult for entry-level researchers due
to their shallow understanding about their research problem
[6]. Both these methods fail to consider the common semantics
between user’s research interests and available datasets.
1 https://toolbox.google.com/datasetsearch

Inspired by the recent progress of recommendation system,
in this paper, we formulate the scientific datasets discovery
as a recommendation task. Given an attributed heterogeneous
network that is composed of paper-paper citation, paperdataset citation and paper content, as Figure 1 illustrated, our
task is to recommend datasets to answer a query Q, which
for example is a research project being relevant to paper p1,
p3 and p5. A naive and obvious answer is to return datasets
d1, d2, d3 and d4, because they are directly linked with
query papers. However, there always exist other usable datasets
that are relevant at topic level to the query papers, but not
directly linked. We have to identify common topics shared by
paper and dataset nodes in order to recommend datasets to
researchers based on their research interests indicted in the
query. Motivated by the usefulness of topic modeling, we aim
at designing a topic-modeling based dataset recommendation
approach that can infer the common latent topics of both the
paper and dataset nodes.
Although recommendation on heterogeneous graphs have
been widely studied, the need of reasonable profiles for items
and users in some industrial applications cannot be satisfied.
With the surge of topic modeling techniques [7], researchers
find that the probabilistic topic modeling can largely improve
the content-based recommendation [8] which takes the content
information (e.g., reviews, attributes) into consideration by
learning the distribution over terms in text to provide an
interpretable low-dimensional representation. Nevertheless, the
existing topic modeling based recommendation approaches
have the following limitations. (1) Non-shared topic distributions. There are topic models applied to heterogeneous
graphs [9]–[12] and attributed heterogeneous graphs [13]–[16].
These all approaches profile users and items by different latent
topic distributions. Learning user and item topic distribution
in separated spaces is reasonable when they are from different
domains (e.g., users and items are not from the same domain).
However, in scenarios like paper recommendation, citation
recommendation, and other scholarly recommendation, nodes
(e.g., papers, authors, venues) although of different types,
share common topics. It is thus necessary to infer the shared
latent topics for all nodes. (2) Ignorance of structure and
text modeling of attributed network. Current topic modeling
based recommendation solutions only model the statistical co-
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Fig. 1. Illustration of query-based dataset recommendation problem. Given a
paper-dataset heterogeneous network with paper content, our objective is to
recommend datasets to answer a query Q, which indicates interest in paper
p1, p3 and p5.

occurrences of words in text (e.g., review/comments), without
considering the global representation of text. Nevertheless,
global representation has been demonstrated [17]–[19] to be
essential and effective for text modeling. Moreover, recent
network embedding models [20], [21] demonstrate that the
structure information of a network plays a significant role in
improving the performance of relation discrimination. Therefore, it is worth exploring the joint modeling of both text and
structure information of nodes with common topics.
The aforementioned objective and the limitations of current
solutions motivated us to propose a method STopic-Rec (recommendation based on shared topic distribution), which contains a probabilistic topic modeling module and a deep learning based joint representation learning module. Specifically,
we first design a probabilistic topic modeling module to learn
word (of paper) distributions and dataset distributions over
shared topics. It is natural to use a shared topic distribution to
couple the datasets and the text because the text of a paper and
the used datasets in the paper usually share the same theme.
Meanwhile, the learned topic distribution over datasets can be
utilized to generate the dataset profile for search engines. Then
we develop a joint representation learning module to learn the
paper’s embedding by encoding both (a) the global information
of text and (b) structure preserving information of nodes in
a network. In particular, we leverage the Stacked Denoising
Autoencoder [22] to model the global semantic information
of text, and a network embedding method to preserve network
neighborhoods of nodes. Next, inspired by the HFT model
[23], we design a transformation function to fuse the learned
topics distributions and learned embedding vectors for papers,
in order to inject the joint information of text and heterogeneous graph structure into the topic generation process.
Finally, we jointly optimize the probabilistic topic modeling
module along with joint representation learning module using
alternating gradient descent.
Our contributions in this work are summarized as follows:
•

We exploit the shared topic information of nodes in attributed heterogeneous graph to improve the performance
of query-based dataset recommendation, meanwhile also
generating topic profiles for each dataset.

We also design a joint representation learning module to
encode node text and node structural property (citation
graph). Moreover, a transformation function is employed
to discover topics that are correlated with the hidden
factors of nodes considering both the text and structure
information.
We conduct extensive experiments on a real-world dataset
and show that our proposed approach outperforms the
state-of-the-art methods for dataset recommendation task.
II. R ELATED W ORK

A. Social Recommendation
Social recommendation utilizes social information as the
assistance to alleviate data sparsity and cold-start problems
in traditional collaborative filtering based recommendation
systems [24]. Some matrix factorization based approaches
propose to factorize user-item rating matrix and user-user
linkage matrix simultaneously [9], or aggregate a user’s rating
and his friends’ ratings to predict the target user’s rating
on an item [10]. Recent works [11], [12] employed graph
convolutional networks to address the multi-hop problem for
learning from both user-user and user-item matrices.
Our problem is analogous to incorporating social relations
in recommendation. In our scenario, papers are equivalent to
users and datasets are analogous to items. Moreover, the paper
citation network can be regarded as the social relationship
among users. However, current solutions for social recommendation only consider the social relations between nodes for
recommendation problem while ignoring the node attributes.
In our work, we learn semantics of papers from their associated
rich text information and also associated text information of
their neighboring nodes in order to leverage the heterogeneous
information of social relations.
B. Query based Recommendation
Query based recommendation aims to recommend a list of
items to the target user according to the previous preference of
the user and an input query [25]. For instance, a query-based
music recommendation [25] via preference embedding allows
a user to explore new song tracks by specifying either a track,
an album, or an artist. Furthermore, citation recommendation
methods accept a given manuscript as the query, and return a
list of reference papers that can be cited by this new draft [26].
These approaches satisfy the needs of a specific domain and
are inapplicable to our studied problem. In our study, we need
to jointly model the relationship between homogeneous nodes
(paper) and the relationship between heterogeneous nodes
(paper and dataset), also the text information of nodes (paper)
for retrieving datasets based on the query specified as a list of
papers as studied in [6]. However, our work is different from
[6] that learn paper and dataset representation via Variational
Autoencoders, as we model the shared topics between paper
and dataset nodes, to help us understand paper-paper citation
and paper-dataset citation as well as to facilitate the query
based dataset recommendation.

TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF ST OPIC -R EC AND OTHER RELATED WORKS (B I . BIPARTITE GRAPH , H ET. - HETEROGENEOUS GRAPH )
Method
Bi./Het.
Content
Topic Modeling
Query
[18], [23], Bi.
Item-Content User-Topic & Item-Topic No
[27]–[31]
[32]
Bi.
Item-Content
User-Topic-Item
No
[13]–[15]
Het. Item-Content User-Topic & Item-Topic No
[9]–[12]
Het.
No
User-Topic & Item-Topic No
STopic-Rec
Het. User-Content
User-Topic-Item
Yes

C. Topic Modeling in Recommendation
Topic modeling has been widely used in content-based
recommendation [8] which jointly models the ratings of users
on items and attributes of items and users. Collaborative
topic regression [27] was proposed to recommend scientific
articles by combining traditional collaborative filtering and
probabilistic topic modeling. McAuley et al. [23] designed a
transformation function to model the latent factors of ratings
and reviews tightly. Similarly, Bao et al. [32] proposed a
non-negative matrix factorization based method to bridge the
factors of topics and ratings. Furthermore, Ling et al. [33]
adopted a mixture of Gaussian to replace matrix factorization
to avoid the choice of the transformation function. Recent
works [18], [30], [31] applied Stacked Denoising Autoencoder
[22], CNN [34] and LSTM [35] incorporating with probabilistic matrix factorization to encode the review and improve
the rating prediction accuracy. Although these approaches
investigated topic modeling in content-based recommendation,
they neglect the useful social information between users. We
summarize these approaches in Table I (the first two lines).
They work on bipartite graphs with item content (without
social links among users). They profile users and items in
different topics, except [32] which applied topic modeling
on the review content of a user-item pair. Another group
of previous work in [9]–[12] investigated topic model on
heterogeneous graphs (bipartite graphs + social links), but
without item content. Similarly, user and item are profiled
in separated topic distributions. Recently, several works [13]–
[15] proposed hybrid recommendation methods which jointly
model ratings, reviews and social information to learn different
topics for users and items. Though individual user topics and
item topics have been widely leveraged for predicting user
item rating, it is not appropriate to model separate topics in
our scenario. We aim to model paper-paper relationship (social
relationship), paper and dataset relationship (ratings), and
paper-text information (reviews). Specifically, the paper text
contents and dataset should share common topics distribution
because the datasets used in paper and text content of paper
both share the similar topic information of paper, unlike user
and item in recommendation which are in different domains.

TABLE II
N OTATIONS
Symbol
p ∈ Vp
d ∈ Vd
w ∈ Vw
v
K
θ
φw
φd
ψw
ψd
κ
w
zp,j
d
zp,i
wp,j
dp,i
Np,w
Np,d

Description
A paper
A dataset
A word
Embedding vector for a paper
Embedding dimension (number of topics)
Topic distributions for text corpus T
Word distributions for topics
Dataset distributions for topics
Word embedding vector
Dataset embedding vector
Peakiness Parameter in transformation function
Topic for the j-th word in paper p
Topic for the i-th dataset in paper p
j-th word in paper p
i-th dataset in paper p
Total number of words in paper p
Total number of datasets in paper p

recommendation. Notations used throughout the paper are
summarized in Table II.
Definition 1: Dataset. A dataset refers to a set of data
samples (e.g., images, documents, purchase records) which can
be used for specific research purpose, and usually be cited in
different forms in research papers.
Definition 2: Dataset Recommendation. Given a heterogeneous graph G = (V, E) consisting of three different kinds
of nodes V (papers Vp , datasets Vd and words Vw ) and three
different kinds of edges E (paper-cite-paper Ep , paper-usedataset Ed and paper-contain-word Ew ), and a query consisting
of a set of few papers describing the user’s research interest
Q = {pi }i={1,...,|Q|} ⊆ Vp , the goal is to recommend a set of
top-k datasets {di }i={1,...,k} ⊆ Vd that are ranked in order of
relevance to the query Q.
Definition 3: Paper Citation Network. A paper citation
network is defined as a graph Gp = (Vp , Ep ) which is a
subgraph of G. The adjacency matrix of graph Gp is noted
as Ap ∈ R|Vp |×|Vp | .
IV. P ROPOSED M ODEL
Fig.2 shows the overall framework of our proposed dataset
recommendation model including four parts discussed below.
A. Content and Structure based Node Representation
To capture the important information associated with both
the structure of paper citation network Gp and underlying
associated content (e.g., text) of papers, we learn for each
paper node a text-based embedding t and a structure-based
embedding s separately and then simply concatenate both the
embeddings to obtain a single representation v for a paper,

III. P RELIMINARIES

v = [t; s]

In this section, we define several concepts to be used,
and formally formulate the problem of query based dataset

Next, we describe in detail the representation learning for text
of papers and citation network structure respectively.
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Fig. 2. Graphical representation of our proposed STopic-Rec model. Shaded nodes represent observed variables. Dashed orange arrows denote joint
representation learning module; dashed black arrows denote concatenation operation; dashed red arrows denote topic-embedding fusion module; dashed
blue arrows denote paper pairwise modeling module. In addition, black arrows present the dependencies in probabilistic topic modeling.

1) Encoding Global Text Information: Paper nodes are
associated with words which are extracted from the content
of papers such as title, abstract and keywords (if given). To
obtain the global text information of a paper, we apply Stacked
Denoising Autoencoder [22] to encode the text information
of each paper. An autoencoder is a feed-forward neural network that aims to reconstruct the given input by using a
lower dimensional hidden layer [22]. Denoising autoencoder
is an autoencoder with noise-corrupted input in order to
avoid over-fitting and it guarantees that the learned high
level representation should be stable and robust. Then we
can construct the stacked denoising autoencoder by stacking
denoising autoencoders to form a deep network by using the
hidden representation of one as input to the next autoencoder.
This method has been proved to lead to a better generalization
[22]. Specifically, we define the one hidden layer denoising
autoencoder as an example:
x̃ = Corrupted(x)

(2)

t = σ(W1 x̃ + b1 )

(3)

x̂ = σ(W2 t + b2 )

(4)

w
where x = Aw
p,: is the input text feature vector, A refers to
the adjacency matrix that identifies the edges between paper
nodes Vp and word nodes Vw , x̃ is the corrupted input x
by randomly setting some of elements to 0, t is the hidden
vector which can be used as the embedding for text, then x̂ is
the reconstructed input feature vector, W1 , W2 , b1 and b2
are trainable parameters, and the activation function is set as
LeakyReLU (Rectified Linear Unit) [36]. The loss function is
defined as follows for measuring the reconstruction loss:

Lt =

|Vp |
X
i=1

||xi − x̂i ||22 + λ||W||22

(5)

where λ is a regularization parameter, |Vp | denotes the size
of text corpus and W is all trainable parameters. After
training the stacked denoising autoencoders, we can obtain
the embedding t for text of each paper.
2) Encoding Structural Information of Citation Network:
To obtain the structural information of the given paper citation
network Gp , we leverage the widely used network embedding
algorithm [37] to encode the structure information. The objective is to find a mapping function which converts each node
in network to a low-dimensional latent representation, such
that the nodes close in the topology of network should also
have small distances in latent feature space. This principle has
been widely adopted in diverse network embedding algorithms
[37]. Formally, following the idea in LINE [21] (a popular
network embedding algorithm), the likelihood that paper pj is
connected with paper pi is defined as:
exp(spj · spi )
z∈P exp(spi · spz )

p(pj |pi ) = P

(6)

where spi and spj are the embedding vector for paper pi and
pj , respectively. By using negative sampling [38], we have
the objective function modeling neighborhood proximity as
follows:
|Vp |

Ls =

Y

|Vp |

log p(Ni |pi ) =

i=1

Y Y

|Vp |

=

Y Y
i=1 j∈Ni

log p(pj |pi )

i=1 j∈Ni

(log σ(sTpi spj ) +

k
X

Epx ∼F (p) [log σ(−sTpi · spx )])

g=1

(7)

where Ni is the neighbor set of node pi , k is the number of
negative samples, σ denotes the sigmoid function and spx is
3/4
the embedding of a negative sample. F (p) ∝ dp represents
the distribution of papers, where dp is the out-degree of p.
The function Ls should be maximized to produce embedding

vector spi close to spj for neighboring paper pi and pj , and
spi distant to spx because px is a negative sample. Meanwhile,
in our work, we follow the neighborhood sampling strategy in
Node2vec [39] to get paths in the network. From network
embedding, we can obtain the embedding s for each paper.

dataset distribution, and topic assignments for each word and
each dataset):
p(T , D|θ, φw , φd , z w , z d )
=

p,w
Y NY

The goal of the probabilistic topic modeling is to infer
the word probability for a topic, and the dataset probability
for a topic. Previous topic modeling based recommendation
methods [13]–[15] have demonstrated the effectiveness of
using topic modeling to encode the text information. In our
scenario, the dataset should share the same topic distribution
with the word in text of paper, because the text and used
dataset all are the content of the paper and they should
present the similar topics with the research idea of the paper.
Therefore, we grant the same topic distribution for both text
and dataset.
Following the notation in the past topic modeling work [7],
K
we let θp = {θp,k }k=1 be the topic distribution for paper p,
PK
K
and k=1 θp,k = 1. We also let φw = {φw
}
be the word
n
o|Vwk| k=1
w
w
is a multinomial
distribution over topics. φk = φk,j

w
exp(ψk,j
)
=P
w
j 0 exp(ψk,j 0 )

(8)


K
Similarly, we let φd = φdk k=1 be the dataset distribution
n
o|Vd |
over topics. φdk = φdk,i
is a multinomial distribution
i=1
of datasets for topic k, while the probability
P|Vd | ofd a dataset i
belonging to k, φdk,i = P (i|k) > 0, and i=1
φk,i = 1; |Vd |
is the size of the set of dataset Vd . To ensure φdk the dataset
P|Vd | d
distribution for topic k is a stochastic vector ( i=1
φk,i = 1),
we similarly introduce an additional variable ψ d and define
d
exp(ψk,i
)
φdk,i = P
d
i0 exp(ψk,i0 )

(9)

We can optimize ψ d ∈ R|Vd | and ψ w ∈ R|Vw | to determine
φd ∈ 4|Vd | and φw ∈ 4|Vw | , here ψ d and ψ w act as the
natural parameters for the multinomial distribution φd and φw .
In later discussion, we still use φw and φd for convenience,
then use ψ w and ψ d in optimization.
Therefore, our model includes word distributions for each
d
topic φw
k , dataset distributions for each topic φk , and topic
distributions θp for each paper p, also the topic assignments for
w
d
each word zp,j
and the topic assignments for each dataset zp,i
.
The joint distribution of a particular text corpus T and a set of
dataset D is defined as follows (given the word distribution,

d
θp,zp,i
d φ d
z

(10)

p,i ,dp,i

w
denote the likelihood of seeing parand θp,zp,i
where θp,zp,j
d
denotes the
ticular topics for a given research paper, φw
w ,w
zp,j
p,j
likelihood of seeing particular words for this topic, similarly,
φdzd ,dp,i refers to the likelihood of seeing particular datasets
p,i
for this topic. Besides, Np,w is the number of words in paper
p, and Np,d is the number of datasets in paper p.

C. Topic-Embedding Fusion
To fuse the joint representation vp learned from text and
structure of a paper node into the topic generation process, we
need a transformation function P
that allows arbitrary vp ∈ RK ,
K
while enforcing θp ∈ 4 (i.e. k θp,k = 1). Also the transformation function should be monotonic, because it should
preserve orderings so that the largest values of vp should also
be the largest values of θp . Thereby, inspired by HFT model
[23], we define the transformation function as follows:

j=1

distribution of words for topic k, while the probability
P|Vw | wof a
word j belonging to k, φw
=
P
(j|k)
>
0,
and
k,j
j=1 φk,j =
1; |Vw | is the size of the vocabulary Vw . To ensure φw
the word
P|V | k
distribution for topic k is a stochastic vector ( j=1 φw
k,j = 1),
we introduce an additional variable ψ w and define

Y
i=1

p∈Vp j=1

B. Probabilistic Topic Modeling

φw
k,j

Np,d
w
w φ w
θp,zp,j
zp,j ,wp,j

θp = Transformation(vp )

(11)

Specifically, each element in θp is formulated as:
θp,k = P

exp(κvp,k )
0
k0 exp(κvp,k )

(12)

where the parameter κ controls the ‘peakiness’ of the transformation. As κ → ∞, θp will approximate a unit vector that
takes the value 1 only for the largest index of vp ; as κ → 0, θp
approximates a uniform distribution [23]. Intuitively, a large κ
means that a paper only discusses the most important topics,
while a small κ means that a paper discussed all topics evenly.
In our work, we do not fit both vp and θp , because one defines
the other (in practice we only fit vp ). This aligns hidden factors
in embedding of a paper with hidden topics in text of the paper.
D. Paper Pairwise Modeling
For network embedding, we desire that the connected papers
in paper citation graph Gp share similar embeddings. In that
sense, the more similar vpi and vpj are, the higher the
P (ypi ,pj = 1|vpi , vpj , η) is. Since vpi and vpj are embedding
vectors, their “similarity” can be measured in terms of ‘cosine
distance’. Here, we associate each edge eij ∈ Ep with a binary
random variable denoted by ypi ,pj , with a value of 1 if the edge
is present (eij ∈ Ep ) and 0 otherwise (eij ∈
/ Ep ). To transform
this distance into a probability value, we define that:
P (ypi ,pj |β T , vpi , vpj )
(
ypi ,pj

=p

(1 − p)

1−ypi ,pj

=

(1 − p), if ypi ,pj = 0
p,
if ypi ,pj = 1,

(13)

where ypi ,pj ∈ {0, 1} indicates if there is a citation link
between pi and pj or not, and β = [β0 , β1 ] such that β0 and
β1 are the bias and weights of neural logistic regression.

Then we define the likelihood when the citation link exists
as follows:

That is, given a heterogeneous graph G, our objective is to
find:

P (ypi ,pj = 1|β, vpi , vpj ) = pypi ,pj = σ(β0 + β1T (vpi · vpj ))
(14)
where σ denotes the logistic function given as σ(x) =
1
, vpi and vpj are the K-dimensional embeddings
1+e−β0 +β1 x
of paper pi and pj and vpi · vpj is element-wise multiplication
of embeddings for paper i and paper j, respectively. The
derivative of σ(x) is σ(x)(1 − σ(x)) following chain rule.
For considering negative observations (ypi ,pj = 0), we sample
randomly for each paper from all non-existing links with other
papers, by considering the equal number of negative paper pair
links as the positive pair links.

argminΘ,Φ,Ω,κ,zw ,zd L(G|Θ, Φ, Ω, κ, z w , z d )

The objective of our model is to learn the optimal V for
accurately modeling the connection between papers, and at
the same time, obtain the most likely topics according to text
and datasets of papers with the constraint of transformation
function. From the description of previous sections, we can
obtain the loss function as follows:
X
log p(ypi ,pj = 1|vpi , vpj )
L=
(pi ,pj )∈Ep

X

log p(ypi ,pj = 0|vpi , vpj )

(pi ,pj )∈E
/ p

−λ

|Vp | Np,w
X
X
p

w
w φ w
log(θp,zp,j
zp,j ,wp,j )

j=1

(15)

|Vp | Np,d

−λ

XX

d
log(θp,zp,i
d φ d
z

p,i

p

X

|Vd |

vp vpT + λd

p=1

+ λW

,dp,i )

Nk
X

argminΘ,Φ,κ L(G|Θ, Φ, (z w )t , (z d )t , κ, Ωt )

(17)

to update Θt+1 , Φt+1 and κt+1 .
(2)(a) Update Ωt+1 with fixing Θ.
w t+1
(b) Sample (zp,j
)
with probability
w t+1
t+1
p((zp,j
)
= k) = (φw
k,wp,j )

(18)

X
i=1

|Vw |
T

ψid ψid + λv

d t+1
p((zp,i
)
= k) = (φdk,dp,i )t+1

(19)

In step (1), we fix z w , z d and Ω to update remaining terms
Θ, Φ, κ by using L-BFGS algorithm [40]. In step (2), we fix
Θ, Φ, κ to update the parameters Ω of joint representation
learning from text and structure information, and parameter
z w , z d of probabilistic topic model. We can update Ω and z w ,
z d separately, because both modules are independent once the
Θ is fixed. In step 2(a), we update Ω by using back propagation
algorithm. Then, in step 2(b), we iterate through all papers and
w
each word within to update zp,j
via Gibbs sampling. Similarly,
in step 2(c), we iterate through all papers and each dataset
d
within to update zp,i
via Gibbs Sampling. We repeat step (1)
and (2) until convergence. For computing the gradients of loss
function w.r.t. different parameters, mathematical derivation is
given in Appendix.
V. E XPERIMENTS

i=1

|Vp |

+ λp

The optimization process is shown as follows:
(1) Solve the objective by fixing (z w )t , (z d )t and Ωt :

d t+1
(c) Sample (zp,i
)
with probability

E. Optimization

+

(16)

X

ψiw ψiw T

i=1

||W||2F

k=1

where (pi , pj ) denotes all the paper pairs, wp,j is the jth word in paper p, dp,i is the i-th dataset used in paper
w
d
p, zp,j
is the word’s corresponding topic, and zp,i
is the
dataset’s corresponding topic, λp , λd and λv are corresponding
regularization parameters. W is the set of weight parameters
in stacked denoising autoencoder and network embedding
model, we first pretrain them, then jointly fine-tuning the
parameters with topic modeling module and pairwise modeling
module. Nk is the number of weights in W. Moreover, λ is
a parameter that balances the performance of link prediction
between papers, and topic modeling. Last four terms are all
regularization for embedding vectors and weight vectors for
auto-encoder respectively.
Our goal is to simultaneously optimize the parameters
associated with papers Θ = {V}, the parameters associated
with topics Φ = {θ, φw , φd }, the parameters associated with
paper structure embedding and text embedding, Ω = {W}.

In this section, we answer the following research questions:
• (RQ1) Does our model perform better for dataset recommendation than the state-of-the-art recommendation
methods?
• (RQ2) How do different hyper-parameters in our model
influence the dataset recommendation?
• (RQ3) What is the effect of different model components
in our framework for dataset recommendation?
• (RQ4) Are our generated dataset profiles reasonable?
A. Experiment Design
1) Datasets: We use an academic network data from Delve
system [41] and remove all isolated papers that have no links to
any other papers or datasets. After preprocessing, the dataset
includes 8,519 papers and 5,610 datasets. Each paper has a
text file that contains title, abstract and keywords (if given).
We divide the whole dataset into training data and query data.
Training data: we use 8,093 papers published from 1991 to
2014, and 5,610 datasets leveraged in these papers to train our
proposed model. The input network has 360K citations among
papers and 14K bipartite links between papers and datasets.
Query data: we use 426 papers published from 2015 to 2016
which are not in the training data as the test data for evaluating

dataset recommendations. Then we select a set of papers from
the reference list of one paper in test data to form a query
for the paper if they are available in training data. After that,
we obtain 426 queries with ground-truth datasets that were
selected by paper’s authors in the corresponding paper.
2) Baselines: For baselines, we consider 17 different algorithms spanning 5 different categories as discussed below.
(a) Naive Techniques
• Naive Retrieval: A naive way to retrieve relevant datasets
for the query specifying relevant papers is to return all
the first order neighboring datasets for given papers and
rank these datasets by their frequency of appearance in
the retrieved results.
• Advanced Naive Retrieval: An advanced approach would
be to retrieve k-order neighboring datasets and then order
in descending manner w.r.t. to their frequency in the
retrieved results. Here we consider k = 2, i.e. up to 2-hop
neighboring datasets for specified papers in the query.
(b) Matrix Factorization Techniques: iMF [42], BPR [43].
(c) Network Representation Learning (NRL) Techniques:
Deepwalk [20], Node2vec [39], Metapath2vec [44].
(d) Network and Content Representation Learning Techniques: Text-associated Deepwalk (TADW) [45], NRL+
LSI [46], NRL+ Doc2vec [47], GCN [48], HVGAE [6].
(e) Topic Modeling based Techniques: HFT [23], CDL
[30], CVAE-CF [49], JMARS [29], CTFP [28].
3) Experimental Settings: To generate recommendation
score for each query consisting of a set of papers, we first
generate individual dataset recommendation score for each
paper in the query by taking dot product between the representation vector of paper and the representation vector of
dataset, and then aggregate the query preferences by averaging
the dataset recommendation scores for all papers in the query.
Then, we rank datasets for the given query by sorting datasets
according to their recommendation scores in descending order.
The higher the score value, the more relevant dataset is for the
given query:
1 X
vp · ψ d
∀d ∈ Vd
(20)
o(Q, d) =
|Q|
p∈Q

We evaluate the performance of our proposed method
STopic-Rec on prediction of top-k recommended datasets by
employing metrics precision@k, recall@k, ndcg@k, mrr@k
and auc@k, where k is the number of top datasets of interest,
and higher values indicate better prediction performance.
To evaluate dataset recommendation performance, we used
implementations for above baselines provided by their authors,
fine-tuned the model settings and obtained the best performance on dataset recommendation task. For fair comparison
with the baselines, we optimize and set the embedding dimension K to the value that gives the best performance of
each baseline for dataset recommendation task. For learning
network based representation learning (NRL) using Deepwalk,
Node2vec, Metapath2vec, we use default parameters as shared
in the original papers, walk length as 80, number of walks per

node as 10, and neighboring nodes in window size of 5, as
NRL approaches perform best with these parameter settings.
Further, we learn content based representation using Doc2vec
and LSI for text of paper that includes the title, abstract,
and keywords (if given). Since the network embedding is
in the unsupervised setting and not optimized for dataset
recommendation task, we use BPR [43] as the objective
function to fine-tune the performance of Deepwalk, Node2vec,
Metapath2vec and TADW w.r.t. pairwise ranking of papers and
datasets. To generate metapaths for dataset recommendation,
we define P-P, P-D-P, D-P-D as metapaths such that P-P
refers to two papers connected by a citation link, and P-DP indicates two papers which share the same dataset, D-P-D
refers to two datasets that are used for experimental evaluation
in the same paper. For topic modeling based collaborative
filtering techniques, we learn topics and embedding from text
of paper, and paper-dataset links only, then train for 50 epochs
with default parameter settings that can be fine-tuned for our
recommendation task. For our model, we set topic modeling
regularization to λ = 0.5, paper regularization λp = 0.1,
dataset regularization λd = 0.01 and words regularization
λv = 0.1, regularization weights of stacked denoising autoencoder as λw = 0.01, learning rate lr = 0.01 and batch size is
set to 64 samples per batch. We first pre-train the embeddings
for text in stacked de-noising auto-encoder framework and
pre-train the network embedding using Node2vec, and then
feed both embeddings separately to our STopic-Rec model for
joint modeling and fine-tuning of papers, datasets, and word
embeddings, training for 150 epochs by fitting all parameters
using LBFGS optimizer.
B. Dataset Recommendation Performance Evaluation (RQ1)
Table III shows the performance comparison of our proposed STopic-Rec model with all baseline methods. For the
competing methods, we observe that
• Among naive techniques, Advanced Naive Retrieval has
better performance, since it considers k-hop papers for
each paper in a query to aggregate preferences for datasets
based on their frequency unlike basic Naive Retrieval that
only considers the first-order paper-dataset relations to find
relevant datasets for the given query. However, these naive
techniques fail to consider the semantics of papers and
datasets, also have quite poor performance compared to our
model.
• Matrix factorization techniques only consider paper-dataset
links to model their relationship, and fail to consider the
semantics, hence result in poor performance.
• NRL techniques only leverage relationship between homogeneous nodes (paper) and heterogeneous nodes (paper
and dataset). Among these, Node2vec+BPR and Metapath2vec+BPR are competitive to each other but are not good
competitors for our model.
• Among topic modeling based collaborative filtering techniques that model the unstructured text of papers, and
links between paper and datasets such as HFT, JMARS,
CDL, CVAE-CF, and CTPF, we observe that CDL is a

TABLE III
R ANKING PERFORMANCE COMPARISON ( THE BEST RESULTS OF BASELINES ARE MARKED AS * ALONG WITH UNDERLINE ). T HE RESULTS IN BOLD ARE
OUR METHOD . Ap , Ad AND Aw DENOTE PAPER - PAPER LINKS , PAPER - DATASET LINKS SAND PAPER - WORD LINKS , RESPECTIVELY.
Information Source
Ad
Ad + Ap
Ad

Ad + Ap

Ad + Aw

Ad + Ap + Aw

•

Algorithms
Naive Retrieval
Advanced Naive Retrieval
iMF
BPR
Deepwalk
Node2vec
Metapath2vec
Deepwalk+BPR
Node2vec+BPR
Metapath2vec+BPR
HFT
CDL
CVAE-CF
CTPF
JMARS
DeepWalk+LSI+BPR
DeepWalk+Doc2vec+BPR
Node2vec+LSI+BPR
Node2vec+Doc2vec+BPR
MetaPath2vec+LSI+BPR
MetaPath2vec+Doc2vec+BPR
TADW +BPR
GCN
HVGAE
STopic-Rec

Dim.
NA
NA
256
128
128
128
128
128
128
64
16
16
16
16
16
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
16
16
16

strong baseline for our model followed by HFT. This is
because it designs a bayesian model to jointly model deep
representation learning for content information via autoencoder and collaborative filtering and considers sparseness
of rating matrix. Unlike CDL, other topic modeling based
collaborative filtering techniques such as JMARS, CTPF and
CVAE-CF show poor performance on sparse ratings and
implicit feedback data.
Finally, we consider both homogeneous links (between
paper nodes) and heterogeneous links (papers and datasets)
together with the content of papers to learn semantics of
papers and words. Our model specifically learns profile for
paper-topics and words-topic, and datasets-topic. Among
these baselines, HVGAE performs better but it fails to
leverage topic modeling of attributed nodes, which is an
important aspect to explain the common context between
paper and paper as well as paper and dataset that have
citation links in between.

C. Parameter Analysis (RQ2)
1) Influence of the embedding size K: First, we fix the
regularization parameters to their default values of λp = 0.1,
λd = 0.01 and λv = 0.1 respectively, and vary the number
of latent topics to be 10, 16, 32, 64 and 128 respectively.
As shown in Figure 3 (a), we observe that the performance of
our model increases as we increase the number of latent topics
up to 16 and then remains relatively stable. Unlike generative
models (e.g., LDA), we find that our model requires very few
latent topics to exhibit the best performance. This is because
one paper is mainly relevant to a few latent topics only.
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Fig. 3. Dataset Recommendation performance by varying (a) the number of
latent topics and embedding size K, and (b) topic modeling regularization
parameters (λ).

Fig. 4. Ablation Study of STopic-Rec on different components.

2) Influence of the topic modeling regularization parameter
λ : Next, we fix the numberr of latent topics and embedding
dimension to 16, and vary topic modeling regularization parameters λ for values of {0.01, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10}. As we
can see from Figure 3 (b), the performance is relatively stable
when λ >= 0.1 for NDCG and AUC and λ >= 0.5 for recall
measure. This shows that the performance of our model is not
sensitive to values of λ.

TABLE IV
CDL: T OP FIVE WORDS FROM TOP K=4 TOPICS FOR OUR DATASET FOR
THE GIVEN QUERY

Topic 1 Topic 2
Topic 3
Topic 4
vector
cluster benchmark management
linear
attribute
support
retrieval
simple
label
machine
optimal
social
local
limit
best
class information distribution methods
TABLE V
O UR M ETHOD : T OP FIVE WORDS FROM TOP K=4 TOPICS FOR OUR
DATASET FOR THE GIVEN QUERY

Topic 1 Topic 2
Topic 3
vector
linear
cluster
cluster support attributes
analyze machine
local
pattern framework patterns
linear
simple distribution

Topic 4
discover
estimation
analyze
empirical
investigate

D. Model Ablation Study (RQ3)
We perform ablation study of our proposed model STopicRec by removing some features of the model and observe
how that affects the performance. Our first ablated model
named TM considers topic modeling along with the paperpaper citation links. Secondly, we consider topic modeling
combined with network embedding (embedding of each papers using Node2vec) and pairwise link modeling between
papers approach TM+NW. Third, we consider topic modeling
combined with text modeling of papers along with pairwise
link modeling of papers TM+Text. Finally, we consider all
the components of our model TM+NW+Text that incorporates
the network embedding, and text embedding of each paper, besides fusion with topic modeling and citation link modeling via
logistic regression. Figure 4 displays TM+NW and TM+Text
models perform comparatively better than TM demonstrating
that incorporating the structure or text properties of each
paper contribute well to the overall model. Finally, we observe
that the combined model which couples topic modeling with
joint text and network embedding exhibits better prediction
performance among all other models, demonstrating the need
for joint modeling of all components together.
E. Case Study (RQ4)
To gain better insight into our model STopic-Rec, we
perform case study to compare our model with competitive
topic modeling baseline CDL. Here we consider top k=4

TABLE VI
O UR M ETHOD : T OP FIVE DATASETS FROM TOP K=4 TOPICS FOR D ELVE
DATASET FOR THE GIVEN QUERY

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4
d3
d23
d3
d29
d23
d932
d29
d5
d8932
d88
d5
d11
d723
d57
d4
d6
d292
d11
d10
d4

topics for each query by averaging the preference scores
of paper topics for all papers in the query, and then ranking P
topics in descending order for each query i.e., θq,k =
1
p θp,k ∀p ∈ Q, k ∈ K. We take an example query
|Q|
Q = {p51, p1938} including two papers that are both related
to Rule Extraction from Support Vector Machines (SVM). The
true datasets used for experimental evaluation in these papers
are {Glass04v5(d23), Led7digit(d292), Sonar(d88)}. Both
CDL and our model STopic-Rec capture topics information
extracted both from auto-encoder framework, and topic modeling resulting in better word clustering and dataset clustering
for each topic. Additionally, our model also captures dataset
profiles for each topic. In Table IV and V, we show the
top 4 topics and top 5 words for each topic as a result
of our query. In Table VI, we observe that our model effectively clusters datasets which are related to similar topics e.g.{d3, d29, d5, d4, d10} are the most effectively used
datasets for clustering, while {d23, d292, d88} are most commonly used for evaluation of support vector machine based
papers.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We propose a model for recommending scientific datasets
as the answer to a query specified as a list of papers. The
relevance of dataset candidates to the query papers is evaluated
by profiling them on a set of latent topics, which is shared between datasets and text in paper(s). We learn representation of
paper and dataset nodes in an attributed heterogeneous graph
both from the node attributes and its structural properties.
Besides, we design a topic model to learn the shared topics
of datasets and papers. Finally, we employ a transformation
function to couple the relationship between text and structure
based embedding of nodes; and the inherent topics of each
paper and dataset node. Further, our algorithm results in
interpretable profiles for papers and datasets by learning topics
discussed in text from paper embeddings and estimating topicwords distribution and topic-datasets distribution. Such profiles
are helpful in real-world interpretable recommendation system.
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A PPENDIX
Gradients of different parameters w.r.t. loss function are
computed as follows:
K
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where β1 , β0 are the weights and bias of logistic regression,
ypi ,pj indicates if there is a citation link between pi and pj ,
and |E| is the total number of positive and negative pairs for
paper i and paper j such that i 6= j. nk,j denotes the number of
times that word j occurs in topic k; nk,i denotes the number
of times that dataset i occurs in topic k; np,k is the number of
times when topic k is selected for words in the paper p, and
dp,k is number of times when topic k is selected for datasets
in paper p. Moreover, Nj,k is the number of words in topic
k; Ni,k is the number of datasets in topic k; Np,w is the total
number of words in paper p and Np,d is the total number of
datasets in paper p.

